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Abstract 
We introduce a model that covers the recent studies on Pattern languages (with or without 
erasing), multi-pattern languages, iterated Pattern languages and languages of Pattern gram- 
mars. The model, referred to as a Pattern System, provides a uniform framework for all such 
studies. Moreover, it gives a new method of investigating certain basic families of developmen- 
tal languages. This Paper investigates the basics of the main types (general, synchronized, 
deterministic) of Pattern Systems. Open Problems and topics for further research will be pointed 
out. 
1. Introduction 
Our basic Problem is to find a Pattern common to all words in a given Sample set. 
“Pattern” here is understood as a word containing terminal and variable letters. Our 
basic Problem is a typical instance of the process of inductiue inference, that is, the 
process of inferring general rules from specific examples. If the Sample is not fixed but 
is growing, then the Problem belongs also to the theory oflearning: we try to learn the 
Pattern by receiving more and more words from the Sample set, or by asking whether 
or not a word of our choice is in the set. 
Patterns of words were studied already by Thue [13]. Pattern languages in the sense 
understood in this Paper were introduced by Angluin [2]. Many Problems in this area, 
notably the inclusion and equivalence Problem [6], are intimately related to questions 
concerning term rewriting with variables, as well as to Simulation and bisimulation in 
process algebras. More specificall; languages defined by Patterns are also closely 
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related to word rewriting Systems with variables [S] and to combinatorial research 
about words with a certain structure [3, 131. 
Our idea is to consider a set of Patterns and a set of starting terminal words, 
associated to each variable. All Patterns cooperate in a dynamic manner in the process 
of generating terminal words: given a finite set of terminal words for each variable, we 
uniformly replace by them the variables occurring in Patterns, thus obtaining a new 
“generation” of terminal words, and continue the process. This tan be done syn- 
chronously or non-synchronously: in the first case only words in the preceding step 
participate to producing new words, whereas in the second case all previously 
produced words tan be used. 
The model is shown to be strictly more powerful than all previous devices based on 
Patterns. The model defines languages closely related to various classes of Linden- 
mayer Systems. 
2. Basic definitions and notations 
First we define some language theory prerequisites. For an alphabet V, we denote 
by V* the free monoid generated by V under the Operation of concatenation. The 
empty string is denoted by 1, V4 = V* - {n} and 1x1 is the length of the string x. 
For x E V*, a E V, we denote by 1x1, the number of occurrences of the Symbol a in the 
string x. 
The families of regular and of tontext-free languages are denoted by REG, CF, 
respectively. We also use the known notations for families of languages in L area: OL, 
DOL, PDOL, TOL, ETOL, etc. As usual, D Stands for determinism, E for extended 
Versions, T for tables, P for using propagating rules only; for a family X we denote by 
HX the set of morphic images of languages in X. 
Further notions of formal language theory tan be found in [12]; for L Systems area 
we refer to [lO]. 
Consider a terminal alphabet T and V = {X,, Xz, . . . , X,} an alphabet whose 
elements are called variables, T and V being disjoint Sets. Words over T u V contain- 
ing at least one variable are called patterns. 
Definition 1. A Pattern System is a construct 
r = K T,p,t), 
where p and t are mappings from V into the non-empty finite Parts of the sets 
(T u V)* V( T u V)* and T*, respectively. 
Intuitively, what we want is that not everything tan be substituted for the variables. 
Rather, each variable determines one or more Patterns, and the words substituted for 
the variables have to follow one of the Patterns. The words in the sets t(Xi), Xi E V, are 
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available at the beginning. This gives rise to a derivation-like process. Any terminal 
string we already associated to Xi E V tan be used later. The process tan be synchro- 
nized or non-synchronized. Moreover, we tan distinguish two types of synchronization. 
Definition 2. A strongly synchronized Pattern System (SSPS) r = (V, T,p, t) generates 
recursively the following sequence D”‘(r), i b 0, of n-tuples of terminal words: 
(w?), . . .) WiO) E D”‘(T) iff Wj”) E t(Xj), 1 < j < n, 
(w<i+ 1) 
1 
,...,,,i+l)),~(i+l) (Z-) iff there exists (wf), . . . . wf)) E D@‘(r), and ULME 
p(X.) 1 < j < n such that w!~+‘) 1s obtained 
from ~j, by substituting all o&urrences of XI 
by wr’, X2 by w$) and so forth. 
The language generated by r starting from Xj is 
L,(T, Xj) = {Wy’ 1 i > O}. 
Definition 3. A weakly synchronized Pattern System (WSPS) r = (V, T, p, t) generates 
recursively the following sequence Du) (r), i > 0, of n-tuples of terminal words: 
(WiO), . ..) WiO) ) E D”‘(T) iff Wf’) E t(Xj), 1 < j d n, 
(,(i+ 1) 
1 , . . . , w,i+l’) E Dci+ ‘j(r) iff there exists Clj E p(Xj), 1 < j < n, and for each 
Qj, 1 <j < n, there is (wf), . . . . wt’) E Dti’(Z), 
such that w!~+ ‘) results from Clj by substituting 
all occurreices of X1 by wf’, X2 by WZ’ and so 
forth. 
The language generated by r starting from Xj is 
L,(r,Xj) = {wy) 1 i > 0). 
Note here the differente between these two modes of working in the synchronized 
case. For strongly synchronized Pattern Systems, at every Step we use for all Patterns 
only one n-tuple of strings produced at the previous Step, whereas in the case of weak 
synchronization, at every Step, for different Patterns one tan consider different 
n-tuples. 
Definition 4. A non-synchronized Pattern System (NSPS) r = (V, T,p, t) as above 
generates the following sequences Dy’(T), for each j, 1 < j d n, and i 2 0: 
Dy)(r) = t(Xj), 1 <j < n, 
Dt’+ ‘l(r) is the Union between Dy’ (r) and the set of all terminal words obtained 
fr;m any c( E p(Xj) by substituting in it each occurrence of Xk, l<k<n, 
uniformly, by a word in Df) (r), 1 < k < n. 
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The language generated by r starting from Xj E V is 
L,(r,Xj) = {w E T* 1 there exist i 2 0 such that w E Dy’(r)}. 
Note the differente between synchronized and non-synchronized Pattern Systems: 
in the non-synchronized case strings produced at any previous step tan be used for 
replacing (uniformly) the variables in a Pattern, whereas in the synchronized mode of 
work only the strings obtained at the preceding step are available for replacing 
variables (moreover, these strings are grouped into n-tuples, corresponding to n-tuples 
of Patterns in p(X,) x p(X,) x ... x p(X,)). 
We denote by SSPL, WSPL, NSPL the families of languages generated by strongly 
synchronized, weakly synchronized and non-synchronized Pattern Systems, respec- 
tively. 
Definition 5. A Pattern System r = (V, T, p, t) is said to be deterministic if for all Xi E V 
we have card(p(Xi)) = card(t(Xi)) = 1. 
The associated families of languages are denoted by DSSPL, D WSPL, DNSPL, 
respectively. 
3. Examples 
We shall present a series of Pattern Systems of various types. We want to illustrate 
the different modes of work. The examples will be also useful in the subsequent 
sections, when investigating the power of Pattern Systems or the properties of the 
generated families. We want to emphasize from the very beginning the fact that the 
replacement of variables by words is closely related to the rewriting process in 
Chomsky grammars and in L Systems. Moreover, the uniform replacement, specific 
for Patterns, corresponds to the parallel mode of working in L Systems. However, in 
Definitions 24 the language identified (we also say “generated”) by a Pattern System is 
produced in a bottom-up manner: we Start from strings provided by sets t(Xi) and go 
up, from Pattern to Pattern, to the “axiom” Xj in the way specified in the definition 
above (L,-(T,X,), for f~ {s, w, n}). In general, in generative mechanisms known in 
formal language theory the direction of producing the strings is different, top-down: 
we Start from an axiom and proceed by rewriting Symbols until a string with certain 
properties is reached (for istance, only terminal letters occur). 
Because, by a renumbering of variables, we may assume that in languages L,(T, Xi) 
we have j = 1, in many cases we shall omit writing the distinguished variable when 
this is not important and write simply Lf(r). 
Consider the System 
r1 = ({X1>X*,XJ},{a,b},p,t), 
P(X1) = (X,X,), t(X1) = {ab), 
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P(X2) = {X2 X2>> W2) = {a>, 
PW3) = {X3 X3>> W3) = Pl. 
We obtain 
L,(r,) = L,(r,) = {u”” b2" 1 n 2 O), 
L,(I-,) = {u’” bz"' 1 n, m > O}. 
Let us examine some Steps of work of this System. First, it is obvious that in the 
deterministic case, the synchronized way of working produces only one n-tuple D(‘)(T) 
at every Step i, hence the weak synchronization coincides with the strong one. 
The next table presents both the System r1 and the first vectors D@‘(r,): 
V Ptxj) ttxj) l 2 3 4 
Xl {X2X3> {ab1 ab 
X3 {X3X3> Pl 
a2b2 a4b4 asb8 
at6 
b4 b8 b16 
In the non-synchronized case we have 
V Ptxj) t(xj) l 2 3 
XI {XzX3> 14 {ab) {ab, ab2, a2b, a2b2} { . . . , ab4, a2b4, a4b, a4b2, a4b4} 
X2 (X2X2) {a> {a,a2> {w2,a4> {a, u2, a4, a”} 
X3 {X3X3) ib) {02) (02,b4} {b, b2, b4, b8 } 
It is easy to see from these tables that we obtain indeed the mentioned languages. If in 
l-i above we put 
P(X1) = ~X,>X3~, GI) = (a, b), 
then we obtain a System r; such that 
L,(T;) = {u”” 1 n 2 0} u {bz”\ n B O}. 
Consider now 
r2 = (1x1 X2>, {a,b),p, 0, 
PGI) = P2X2h Ul) = {A>> 
PV,) = (aX2 b}, W,) = p>. 
Because each Pattern contains occurrences of only one variable, the synchronized and 
the non-synchronized languages coincide. We obtain 
L,(T2) = L,(T,) = L,,,(T,) = {a”b”a”b” 1 n > O}. 
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We present now directly in the form of a table as above two more sophisticated 
Pattern Systems (r, and r;) together with some initial Segments of Du’ (r): 
V P(Xj) t(Xj) 1 2 3 4 5 
X1 XzX3 a b a2 b2 a3 b3 
x2 XI 1 a b a2 b2 a3 
X3 X4 b a b a b a 
X4 X3 a b a b a b 
V p(Xj) t(Xj) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
X1 X3X4 a c b a2 c2 b2 a3 c3 b3 
X2 Xr 1 a c b a2 c2 b2 a3 c3 
X3 X2 A. A a c b a2 c2 b2 a3 
X4 x5 b a c b a c b a 
x5 x6 b a c b a c 
X, X4 a c E a c b a c b 
We obtain 
L,(I’,) = a+ u b+, L,(r;) = a+ v b’ v c+. 
The two languages above are obtained as word sequences. It is very interesting to 
observe that using customary devices (automata, grammars, L Systems) the two 
languages above cannot be defined in an analogous way as word sequences. 
For the Systems 
r4 = ({XI, X2, X3 >, {a, b, c>, P  0, 
P(xl)= {x2x3), VI) = (abc), 
p(Xd = {aX2 b}, GA = (ab), 
P(X3) = {X3 49 U3) = (4. 
r5 = ((X1,X2},{a,b,c},p,t), 
PWI 1 = w2 cx2 1, t(X,) = (ata, bcb}, 
p(X2) = {X2ayX2b), t(X2) = {a, b}, 
we obtain the well-known non-tontext-free languages 
L,(I”) = {a”b”c” 1 n 2 l}, 
L,(r,)= L,(r,)= {XCX[XE {a,b}+}. 
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We list some of these examples and Point out the families to which the considered 
languages belong: 
L1 = (2” 1 n B 0} u {bz” ( n 2 O> E NSPL, 
L2 = {a”b”a”b” 1 n 2 0} E DNSPL n DSSPL, 
L3 = a’ v bt E DSSPL, 
L4 = {a”b”c” ) n 2 l} E DSSPL. 
In the sequel we will refer many times to the languages L, - Ld. 
We close this section by pointing out that every jnite language belongs to both 
DNSPL and D WSPL = DSSPL. Indeed, take F = (wl, w2,. .., w,} over some alpha- 
bet T and construct the System 
r, = ({X~,xz, . . ..L>. T,P, 0, 
p(xi)={xi+l}y l<i<m-1, 
P(XJ = {XfnI? 
t(Xi) = {Wi}, 1 < i < m. 
Clearly. 
F = L(r,,X,) = W’,,X,). 
4. Counterexamples 
We prove that some of the previous languages do not belong to certain families of 
Pattern languages. 
Lemma 1. L4 $ NSPL. 
Proof. Assume that L4 = L,(T), for some r = (V, {a, b,c},p, t), with V = 
{Xi, xz> . .., X,}, n 2 1. Define the sets DJ’(r), 1 < j < n, i 2 0, as in Definition 4. We 
have Dy)(T) = t(Xj), 1 <j < n. As Dy)(r) c Dfi”)(r) we tan write L,(T) = 
limi, m D”‘(T). 
Take w’ = ambmcm E L4 with m > max{lal Ia E p(Xj), 1 6 j < n> . {max{Ixl Ix E t(Xj), 
1 6 j < n>. Clearly, w 4 IJ:= 1 Dy’(T), but there is i 2 1 such that w E Dy’(r). Take the 
smallest i with this property. Then w = hI(ccI) for some a1 E p(X,) and 
hI:(Vu {a,b,c})* -* {a,b,c)* is a morphism such that hl(a) = a, h,(b) = b, h,(c) = c, 
h,(Xj) E Dy- l’(r), 1 < j < n. 
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If CQ contains occurrences of Xr, then we must have CQ = Xi (no more Symbols tan 
be added, because X, must be replaced by some usbscs and the number of occurrences 
of b cannot be increased). Then w E Dy-r’(T), a contradiction. Therefore CQ does not 
contain occurrences of X1. Take Xj # X1 appearing in tll. In Order to obtain the 
string w, this variable is replaced by some yj E Dy- ‘j(r). If a, # Xj, then Dy- ‘j(r) 
must contain only one string, otherwise a string not in L4 tan be obtained by 
replacing Xj either by yj or by J$ # yj in Dj ‘i-“(r) and leaving the Substitutions for 
other variables, if any, unchanged. However, card (Dy- ‘j(r)) = 1 implies Dy- l’(r) = 
t(Xj), hence w is obtained by replacing variables in txl by strings in t(Xj), 1 6 j < n. 
This contradicts to the choice of m, consequently CI~ = Xj. This implies that Dy-“(T) 
contains the string w, hence p(Xj) contains a Pattern Clj and w = hj(Nj) for hj:( VU 
{a, b, c})* + {a, b, c}* such that a, b, c are left unchanged and hj(X,) E DQ’-2’(r), 
l<S<?i. 
The above argument continues. As w 4 uJ= 1 Dy’(T), we resch a Stage when w is 
obtained from a Pattern Crj consisting of more than one variable occurrence. As we 
have Seen, this leads to a contradiction with the choice of m and this concludes the 
proof of the impossibility to have L4 = L,(T). 0 
The following lemma provides a simple necessary condition for a language to be in 
the family DNSPL. 
Lemma 2. If L = Ll u L2, Ll, L2 injinite languages, L1 c Ti, L2 5 Tf, with Tl, T2 
disjoint alphabets, and L E DNSPL, then there is a jinite language F c Ti v T$ and 
a constant t B 2 such that 
Proof. Assume that L = L,,(T, X,) for some r = (V, Tl u T,,p, t) with V = {X,, . . . , X,}, 
card(p(Xj)) = 1 = card(t(Xj)), 1 < j < n. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that r contains no useless variable, that is a variable which does not participate in 
generating strings in L. (The useless variables tan be algorithmically removed, after 
constructing the graph y = (V, U) with (Xi, Xj) E U iff Xj appears in p(Xi). Then, Xi is 
useless iff there is no path in r from Xl to Xi.) 
Every Pattern used for generating a string in L1 contains no occurrence of Symbols 
in Tz and every Pattern used for generating a string in L, contains no Symbol in Tl. As 
r is deterministic (and contains no useless variable), if follows that all Patterns consist 
of variables only. 
If all Patterns are of length one, then the language L,(T) would be finite. As L is 
infinite, it follows that there is at least a Pattern /I such that /? = Xi, Xi, . . . Xii, k 2 2. 
Consider a sequence of variables X,,, . . ..X.,, r 3 0, such that 
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where o! is the closest to X1 Pattern of length at least two (r above is the smallest with 
this property); possibly p(X,) = ~1. Excepting a finite number of strings (they are 
included into the set F) which tan be obtained without using the Pattern c(, all other 
strings in L are obtained by replacing the variables in c1 with terminal strings (r is 
a deterministic System). This happens both for strings in L1 and in L2, hence O:‘(T) 
contains both strings in T: and in TT, for all j 2 1, 1 < s < k. 
If we have i, # i, for some 1 < U, u < k, and, for large enough j, j’, O:!)(r) contains 
a string in TC and o:“(r) contains a string in TT (or reversely), then a string 
containing Symbols in both Tl and T, tan be obtained, a contradiction. This implies 
that either Dy)(r) = {A} or Xiu = Xi,, more exactly, C! = CZi XiU cI2 XiU . . . c1,Xi, C$+ 1, 
with a4, 1 d q < t + 1, consisting of variables Xi~ with Dy’(r) = (1.). If t = 1, then 
c( = ~1~ Xi,,az simply takes strings already produced at an earlier step and Passes them 
away. Therefore, cr tan be replaced by Xi,, without changing the obtained language. 
For the Pattern System r’ obtained in this way we repeat the previous argument. 
Eventually we find a Pattern c( as above with t 3 2. Consequently, the obtained strings 
are of the form zf, which completes the proof. 0 
Corollary. L1 q! DNSPL, L3 $ DNSPL. 
5. The simulating capacity of Pattern Systems 
We now want to show how the Pattern Systems of various types tan simulate the 
classes of devices based on Patterns considered in the literature. Thus, the whole 
theory tan be represented in a uniform way using Pattern Systems. 
Definition 6 (Jiang et al. [S, 61). Given a Pattern c1 over the set X of variables and the 
set T of terminals, denote by HV, T the set of morphisms h:(Vu T)* -+ T* such that 
h(a) = a, a E T. Denote also by H;, T the set of morphisms h : (V u T)+ -+ T + such 
that h(a) = a, u E T. The E-language generated by c1 is defined by 
L,(a) = {w E T* 1 w = h(a) for some h E HV, T}. 
The NE-language generated by the Pattern GI is defined by 
L,,(a) = {w E T* 1 w = h(a) for some h E H;, T}. 
We denote by EPL, NEPL the families of languages obtained in this way. 
Lemma 3. EPL t NSPL, NEPL c NSPL. 
Proof. For given alphabets V= {X, ,..., X,}, T= {ul ,..., uk} and ae(Vu 
T) *V(Vu T)*, we construct the Pattern System r = (Vu {X,}, T,p, t) with 
p(X,) = {cx}, t(X,) = {w} for some w E L,(a), 
p(Xi) = {UjXi ( 1 6 j < k}, t(Xi) = {A}, 1 < i < n. 
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We clearly obtain Lr(a) = L,(r,XO) (the variables X1, . . ..X. produce strings in T* 
which are then used, in the non-synchronized way, for replacing variables in ~1, thus 
simulating the mode of obtaining strings in L,(a)). 
If in the previous System we put 
t(XJ = T, 1 < i < n, 
then we obtain a System r’ such that &(tl) = L,(T’,Xo). 
The language L1 is in NSPL but not in EPL u NEPL (every language in 
EPL u NEPL over {a, b} contains strings in which both a and b are appearing), hence 
the inclusions in lemma are proper. 0 
A natura1 way to generalize such Pattern Zanguuges is to Start with an arbitrary finite 
number of Patterns instead of just a Single one. 
Definition 7 (Kari et al. [7]). A multi-pattern 72 over IJ’, T as above is a finite set of 
Patterns, n = {q,q, . . . . CI,}, Cli E ( VU T)* V( VU T)*, 1 < i < m. 
The E-language generated by such a multi-pattern rc is 
whereas the NE-language generated by n is 
NE = 6 LNE(%). 
i=l 
We denote by MEPL, MNEPL, respectively, the families of languages generated in 
this way. 
Lemma 4. MEPL c NSPL, MNEPL c NSPL. 
Proof. If in the previous construction we put p(X,) = z, then we obtain Pattern 
Systems generating the languages L&), L,,(n). The same language L1 proves that the 
inclusions are proper. 0 
Consider now the Pattern grammars as introduced in [4]. 
Definition 8. A Pattern grummur is a System G = (V, T, P, A), where V and T are as 
above, P is a finite set of Patterns over V u Tand A is a finite non-empty subset of T*. 
For a language L c T*, denote by P(L) the language obtained by substituting, 
uniformly, in Patterns of P all occurences of the variables with words in L. 
Then the language generated by a Pattern grammar G, denoted L(G), is the smallest 
set L such that: A c L, and P(L) E L. (This language exists for any A and P, since 
L(G) = A u P(A) u P(P(A)) u .+..) 
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We denote by GPL the family of languages generated in this.way. 
Lemma 5. GPL c NSPL. 
Proof. Given a Pattern grammar G = (V, T, P, A), we construct the System 
r = (V, T,p,t) with 
p(Xi) = P, t(Xi) = Ay l<idn. 
It is easy to see that L(G) = L,(T,Xi) for every i, 1 < i < n, hence GPL E NSPL. 
This inclusion is proper, because, for instance, the language L, considered in 
Section 3 is not in GPL ([4] Lemma 1). However, L3 E NSPL, because L, E CF and 
CF c NSPL (we shall prove this inclusion in Theorem 5 below.) 0 
Definition 9. Take V and T as previously and let c1 be a given Pattern and A be a finite 
set of terminal words. Construct, recursively: 
DO = A, 
Di+l = {w E T* 1 w = h(a), h E H v, T such that h(X) E Di, X E V}. 
Then the iterated puttet-n language obtained starting from A and following M is defined 
by 
L(A,u) = IJ Di. 
i>O 
We denote by IPL the family of such languages. 
Lemma 6. IPL c WSPL. 
Proof. For given V, T, ~1, A as above we construct the Pattern System r = (V, T, p, t) 
with 
P(Xi) = (~11, t(Xi) = 4 lGi<n. 
The weak synchronization mode of using r ensures the equality L(A, a) = L,(T, Xi) 
for each i, 1 < i Q n, hence IPL c WSPL. 
The inclusion is proper because L3 $ IPL. (If L3 = L(A,cr), then CI cannot contain 
terminals, hence A contains both strings u’ and bj, with i, j 2 1. This implies that 
c( cannot contain occurrences of distinct variables, hence it is of the form X:. As we 
must have k 2 2 in Order to obtain an infinite language, we get that L(A, GL) contains 
only strings whose length is a multiple of k, a contradiction with L, = L(A,cc).) 
However, L3 E WSPL, because L3 E NSPL (we have pointed out this in the proof 
of Lemma 5) and NSPL c WSPL (we shall prove this inclusion in Theorem 6 
below). 0 
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We summarize the previous lemmas as 
Theorem 1. All thefamilies EPL, NEPL, MEPL, MNEPL, GPL are strictly included 
in NSPL, whereas IPL is strictly included in WSPL. 
6. The generative power of Pattern Systems 
We first try to characterize the families of languages considered above in terms of 
L language families. 
Theorem 2. DSSPL = HPDOL 
Proof. Let r = (V, Il”, p, t) be a DSSPS and extend the mappings p and t to (V u T)* as 
morphisms in the following way: 
p:(Vu T)* -) (Vu q*, p(a) = a, a E T, 
t:(Vu T)*+ T*, t(a) = a, a E T. 
Then L,(T,Xj) = (t(p’(Xj))l i 2 O}. Indeed, remember that (Definition 2) 
L,(T,Xj) = {w:’ ( i 2 O}. We prove that w:) = t(p’(Xj)) for any Xj E V. 
For i = 0 the assertion is obviously true. 
Suppose the assertion is true for i 2 0 and let us consider t(pi+‘(Xj)). Assume that 
P(xj) = ylxki y2xk2 --- ysXk,ys+l, with y,eT*, l<r<s+l, Xk,cv, l<r<s. 
Then we have 
t(P”‘(Xj)) = tb’(Y,XklY~ ***YsXksYs+d) 
= ~(p”(yl)p’(Xk,)p’(y2) *** P’(ys)~‘(xk.)p’(y,+l)) 
= t(pi(yl))t@(Xk,))tb-+(y2)) *.. t(pi(ys))t(pi(Xk,))t(pi(ys+l)) 
= y1 wf’y2 * . ..Ysw.JYs+1 
= Wc,i+l) 
J ’ 
Therefore, DSSPL c HPDOL. 
Conversely, take a PDOL System G = (V, w, h) with V = {X,, X2, . . . . X,} and 
g : V* + T* a morphism. We construct the Pattern System r = (Vu {X,}, T, p, t) with: 
P(Xo) = {w>, Wo) = {cw)> 
P(Xi) = (h(Xi)}, t(xi)} = (S(Xi)}p 1 < i < n. 
As in the first part of the proof, we obtain L,(T,X,,) = g(L(G)), hence HPDOL c 
DSSPL. Kl 
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A similar result holds also for languages in SSPL but in Order to prove it we need 
the following auxiliary result (which proves that the degree of t-non-determinism tan 
be reduced to one for SSPS). 
Lemma 7. rf r = (V, T, p, t) is an SSPS, then one tan find an SSPS r’ = (V’, T, p’, t’) 
with V c V’ such that 
(1) L,(T,X) = L,(T’, X)for any X E V, 
(2) card(t(X)) = 1,for any X E V’. 
Proof. Assume that V = {XI, . . . . X,}, t(Xi) = CZil, . . . . zik,}, 1 < i < n. Consider 
r’ = (V’, T, p’, t’), with 
v’ = VU {Xil, . . ..Xik.I 1 d i 6 n}, 
p’(Xi) = {Xir, ...rXik,}, ( 1 d i d n, 
p’(Xij) = p(Xi) for any 1 6 i < n, 1 <j < ki, 
t’(Xi) = Zil, 
t’(Xij) = Zij, for any 1 < i f n, 1 < j < ki 
Clearly, card(t’(X)) = 1 for any X E v’. On the other hand we have: 
Assertion: if(w, ,..., w,,,wrr ,..., wIk ,,..., w,l ,..., wnk,)ED@)(r’)thenthereexists,jd i 
such that 
1. (yr, . . . ,y,) E D@‘(T), for any yI E {wI1, . . . . w,~,}, 1 f r < n, and 
2. (wr, . ..) w,) E W(T). 
For i = 0 the assertion is obviously true. Suppose the assertion is true for an i > 0 
and take the vector w 
w = (wl, . . . . w,, w11, . . . . wlkl, . . ..wnl. . . . . w,k,) E Dci+l)(r’), 
Then there exists u = (ur, . . . . u,, ull, . . . . UIki, . . . ,I.& . ..,Q,) E D”‘(T’) such that w is 
obtained from u by uniformly replacing the elements of u for the variables in a vector 
of Patterns, (CQ, .. . . CI,, c(rr, . . . . mlk,, . . . . c&~, . ..) c(&). As tl, = X,,, 1 d t < k,, for all r, 
1 d r d n, we have w, = u,~, hence w, E {u,r, . . . , u&,}, 1 d r d n, and by the induction 
hypothesis it follows that (w,, . . . . w,) E D(j)(T), for some j < i. 
Consider a vector 
Y = (Yb . . . . yd, Y, = wrt, 1 < t < k,, 1 f r d n. 
According to the definition of the mapping p’ one concludes that y is obtained by 
replacing variables in some Pattern clrt E p(X,) with elements of the vector (ul, . . , u,), 
which is in D’“‘(T), s < i, by our supposition, so y is in D(‘+l)(r). 
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This assertion obviously implies that L,(T’,X) s L,(T,X) for any X in V. 
Now we prove that if (wl, . . . , w,) E D(‘)(T), for some i > 0, then there exists j 3 i 
and (~1 ,..,,Yn,yll,...,ylk~,...,y,l,..., Ynk,) E @“(r’) Such that Wr E { Y~I, . . . , hk,}> 
l<r<n. 
The Statement is obviously true for i = 0. Assume it is true for i 2 0 and consider 
(w r,...,WJED(i+l) (r) obtained from (ur, . . . . u,) E D@)(r). Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, there eXiStS (XI, . . . . x,, xll, . . . . xlki, . . . . xnl, . . . . X,,k,) E #“(fr), j 2 i, such 
that u, E {x,r, . . . . x,~,), 1 < r < n. 
Therefore we have (ul, . .., u,, ull, . . . , ulkl, . . . . unl, . . ., u&,) E D(j+ ‘j(p) and, frOm the 
definition of p’, we obtain that (yr, . . . . y,, yll, . ..) yIkIY . . . . ynl, . . ., y,&,) E D(j+“)(rl) 
with w, E {ylI, . . . . yrkr}, 1 < r < 4 h ence our Statement is valid for any i 2 0. Conse- 
quently, L,(T, X) c L,(T’, X) for each X E V, and this concludes the proof. III 
Theorem 3. SSPL = HPDTOL. 
Proof. Let r = (V, T,p, t) be an SSPS with V = {XI,. ..,X,}, p(Xi) = (OZir, . . . , @ik,}, 
and card(t(Xi)) = 1 for all Xi E V, as in the previous lemma. Extend the mappings 
p and t to morphisms from (Vu T)* to (Vu T)* and to V*, respectively, as in the 
previous proof. 
Construct the PDTOL Systems Gj = (Vu T, Xi, 9), 1 < j < n, with B containing 
the following tables 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 we have L,(T, Xj) = t(L(Gj)). (At each Stage of the 
derivation of r we choose an n-tuple of Patterns, hence a table in 8. The determinism 
of Gj ensures the correct Simulation of the strong synchronization of r.) 
Conversely, for a PDTOL System G = (V, w, 9), V = {X,, . . . , X,}, and a morphism 
g : V* -+ T*, we construct the SSPS r = (Vu {X,}, T, p, t), with 
P(X0) = b4, f(X0) = {mh 
p(Xi) = {a (Xi -) u belongs to a table in 9}, 
t(Xi) = {g(Xi)>, 1 < i < f2. 
The equality L,(I’,Xo) = g(L(G)) is easily proved. 0 
Theorem 4. HPOL E WSPL. 
Proof. Let G = (V, w, s) be a propagating OL System (s : V* -P 2” is a finite substitu- 
tion, V = (XI, . . . . X,}) and h: V* + T* be a morphism. For any Xi E V denote 
mj = max {IzIxi 1 Z E {W} U fi S(Xj)}. 
j=l 
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Construct the WSPS r = (V’, T, p, t), where 
V’ = {XIJ} U {[Xi, r] ( 1 < i < n, 1 d Y d mi}, 
P(Xo) = {W’l> 
p([Xi,r]) = (CI’ 1 c( E S(Xi)}, 1 < i < n, 1 d r d mi, 
t(X,) = {h(w)}, 
t([Xi,r]) = {h(Xi)}, 1 d i d n, 1 6 r d mi, 
where w’ (resp. c(‘) is obtained from w (resp. c() by replacing the rth occurrence or 
a variable ~ assume this is Xi - by [IX,, r], for all 1 6 i Q n, 1 6 r < mi. 
From this construction we obtain L,(T, X,) = h(L(G)), hence HPOL E WSPL. 0 
The family HPOL tan be formulated in many ways [lO]. For instance, 
HPOL = EOL. 
Theorems 2 and 3 provide new interesting characterizations for two basic L fami- 
lies. As expected, synchronization in Pattern Systems corresponds to the parallel or 
L mode in derivations. However, the exact correspondence between non-determinism 
in Pattern Systems and tables in L Systems is somewhat surprising. 
We consider now the non-synchronized Pattern Systems. 
Theorem 5. CF c NSPL. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, S, P) be a tontext-free grammar such that for any non-terminal 
A E N there exists a rule A --+ x E P, x E T* (adding to P a rule A + x, for x E L(G,), 
GA = (N, T, A, P), we obtain an equivalent grammar possessing this property). More- 
over, assume that on the right-hand side of any rule of P each non-terminal occurs at 
most once (we tan replace the multiple occurrences of some non-terminal, A, on the 
right-hand member of a rule by new distinct non-terminals AI, . . . . A,, then add the 
rules Ai + A, 1 < i f k). 
Construct the System r = (N, T,p, t) with 
t(A)={xJA+x,xET*}. 
The relation L(G) = L,(T,S) is immediate, hence CF E NSPL. 
The languages L1, L2 considered in Section 3 are not tontext-free, but they belong 
to NSPL (L2 is even in DNSPL), hence the inclusion above is proper. 0 
Theorem 6. NSPL c WSPL. 
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Open Problems. Which of the following relations are true: 
NSPL E EOL, SSPL - WSPL # 0, WSPL E ETOL? 
We conjecture that all of these relations hold true. Theorem 4 Shows that WSPL is 
a large family. 
7. Closure properties 
The properties of families SSPL and DSSPL = D WSPL are known from the theory 
of L-languages. We specify here only some basic closure properties of families DNSPL 
and NSPL. 
Theorem 9. The family DNSPL is closed under morphisms and concatenation. It is not 
closed under Union, intersection, intersection with regular sets, substitution, inverse 
morphisms. 
Proof. The closure under morphisms is obvious. 
If r1 = (V,, Tl,p,, tI), and r, = (V,, T2,p2, tz) are two DNSPS with disjoint sets of 
variables, V, = {X,, . . . . X,}, V, = {X;, . . ..Xm). then construct a new DNSPS, 
~=(V,uV2u{X0}, T,uT,,p,t)with 
P(Xcl) = (XI x;>, t(X0) = {xl G}, for x1 E L,(rl,X~), ~2 E L,(r2,X;), 
Ptxi) = P1(xi)t t(xi) = tl(xi), l<idn. 
PtxI) = P2(xi), t(x:) = t2(X:), l<i<m. 
It is easy to see that L,(r,XO) = L,(T,X1) L,(r,,X;), hence the closure under 
concatenation follows. 
The language L3 = a+ u b+, which is not in DNSPL, proves the non-closure under 
Union and intersection with regular sets (we have L3 = {a”b” ) n, m > 0} n (a+ u b+ )). 
For intersection we take {a”b”cm ) n, m 2 0) n {a”bmvm 1 n, m 3 0} = {a”b”c” 1 n 2 0). 
The last language in not in NSPL, but the first two are. 
From L = {a, b} E DNSPL, a+ E DNSPL, b+ E DNSPL and a’ u b+ $ DNSPL 
follows the non-closure under Substitution. 
Finally, consider the language L = (ab)*abc and the morphism h : {a, b, c, d, e}* -+ 
{a, b, c}* defined by 
h(a) = ab, h(b) = c, h(c) = a, h(d) = ba, h(e) = bc. 
We obtain 
h-l(L) = a+b u cd*e. 
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As L = L,(r,X1) for r = ({X,}, {a, b,c},p, t), with 
P(X,) = {X,ab), r(X,) = {abc}, 
and h-‘(L) q! DNSPL (Lemma 2), we obtain the non-closure under inverse mor- 
phisms. 0 
Theorem 10. The family NSPS is closed under Union, concatenation, Kleene + and 
* and morphisms. It is not closed under intersection and complement. 
Proof. The closure under Union is obvious. The assertions for concatenation, mor- 
phisms and intersection follow as above. 
For Kleene *, starting from L = L,(r,XJ, r = (V, T,p, t), we construct r’ = 
(Vu IX,}, T, p’, t’), with 
P’(X0) = {XOXI> XI >? t’(X0) = (4, 
P’txi) = Ptxi), t’(xi) = t(xi), l<i<n. 
If we replace J in t’(X,) by some string in L, then we obtain an NSPS for L+. 0 
8. Final remarks 
This Paper should be understood as an initial approach to Pattern Systems. We 
hope to return to the issues in following contributions. Some of the possible research 
topics are briefly outlined below. 
HPDOL and HPDTOL Systems are two basic ones in the theory of growth functions 
and Zength sets of developmental languages. Thus, Theorems 2 and 3 above open 
a new approach to this theory. The approach tan be applied also more generally to 
N-rational and Z-rational functions [ 111. 
One tan also define some types of interrelations between variables. One possibility 
is to consider the following “relation of domination”. If F = (V, T, p, t) is a Pattern 
System, we say that the variable Xi dominates the variable Xj iff L,(T, Xj) c L,-(T, Xi), 
f E {s, w, n}. Because of the undecidability of the inclusion Problem for Pattern lan- 
guages [6], the Problem whether or not a variable dominates another one is undecid- 
able for the class of NSPS. Which is its Status for the other classes, especially for 
deterministic Pattern Systems? 
Some of the Pattern Systems which appear above are symmetrical, that is the 
language generated by the System starting from any variable is the Same. In spite of the 
fact that the equivalence Problem is easy for the NE-Pattern languages and decidable 
for DOL Systems, the symmetry (or harmony) of a Pattern System seems to open 
interesting directions for research. What are the characteristic properties of the 
symmetrical Pattern Systems? 
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